
Hardware Security Module
for Bacs payment processing

The role of HSM in boosting payment security,
protecting sensitive data and staying compliant.



HSM is the most secure
method of submitting
payment data to Bacs.

Introduction

Using smartcards to sign payments can be

problematic and often present challenges and

obstacles. 

Explore HSM

Benefits of HSM

Open the door to automation

HSM as-a-service

HSM certificates

Secondary HSM certificates

Conclusions

Many businesses are turning to HSM, the

modern technology alternative to smartcards.

This easy reading guide explains everything you

need to know about HSM, how it can benefit

your business and how you can get started.
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Not only does HSM remove all the hassle and

inconvenience that comes with smartcards, it

also offers time and resource efficiencies

offered by HSM-aaS and the introduction of

workflows for routine tasks.



HSM, or Hardware Security Module, is a

physical computing device that safeguards

and manages digital keys, performs

encryption and decryption functions for

digital signatures. 

Explore HSM
What is HSM?

HSMs use algorithms to encrypt data to

offer an increased level of security and are

used specifically to protect sensitive data.

Providing a highly secure, tamper proof

method of securely sign your files, HSM

works like a card chip and pin. 

How does it provide enhanced
security?

HSM is available on-premise with a physical

device hosted by yourselves or your hosting

supplier. For ultimate flexibility, paygate

gives you the choice of HSM as-a-service

too. This is a cloud-based offering that

provides the same security features of a

physical HSM device but with the added

benefits of remote access, flexibility and

ease of management.

How is HSM provided?In order to use HSM for your Bacs

submission, you will need to obtain an HSM

certificate from your sponsoring bank. This

is stored on the HSM. Once connected to

your Bacs approved software, it allows you

to sign payment submissions simply,

securely and without the need for any

smartcards.

How does it work?
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Using an HSM unlocks the potential for

automation of part or all of your processes

delivering delivering efficiencies in time 

and resources. We explore this further 

on page 4.

Can I use automation with HSM?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_keys
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encryption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signature


Benefits of HSM
Enhanced security
With tamper proof protection, HSM provides one of the

highest levels of security against external threats.

Data protection
Show your business is serious on privacy and go that extra mile to
safeguard both internal and external data.

Compliance
Providing a secure environment for storing and processing sensitive
data, HSMs help ensure that data is managed in a way that meets
regulatory requirements.

HSM as-a-service
Hosted on your behalf and instantly available when and where you
need it, with no delays.
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Access automation functionality
Add simple workflows to automate payment signing, approving and
submitting, or create a full no-human process.



 WATCH OUR VIDEO

HSM is the key to streamlining your payment procedures with automation.

Open the door to
automation
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Using an HSM allows you to explore the benefits of automating your routine payment

tasks to save time and improve efficiency. Processes such as file import, bank data

validation, signing, approval and submission can all be safely handled by an automatic

process. And if your internal processes change, automation workflows can be swiftly and

easily edited, keeping you in control. 

You can automate as much or as little of the Bacs process as you wish. Start with simple

processes first, automating more complex processes as required. You could choose to

automate just individual actions, such as signing or approval, or have a full ‘lights out’

process from uploading files to submission to Bacs. HSM also enables automatic download

and distribution of Bacs A-Reports – a great time-saving and efficiency feature.

Automation enables you to be flexible while streamlining operations and boosting

efficiencies.

More and more businesses are making Bacs processing faster and more secure with

automated workflows. In fact, paygate customers process over 24m transactions pa with

automated processes, saving them hours of staff time and reducing costs. 

HSM is the key.

Explore automation further

https://www.paygate.uk/switch-to-hsm/
https://youtu.be/pNjyDPwakZg
https://youtu.be/pNjyDPwakZg


HSM as-a-service
Premium payment security with total peace of mind.

This can help you save costs and reduce the overhead of managing physical HSMs,

while still ensuring the security and reliability of your sensitive data. HSM-as-a-service

is a very cost effective solution, particularly if you have a lot of smartcard users.

Hardware Security Module (HSM) as-a-service is a cloud-based service that provides all

of the same benefits we have explored but with even more added benefits.

HSM as-a-service is convenient way to access HSMs without needing to have physical

equipment on-site. The HSM is hosted on your behalf, removing all software from your

payments process with no need for any drivers or application software. There are no

PINs to memorise and security can be bolstered by the use of MFA (Multi-factor

authentication), typically via SMS-based One-Time PIN.

Eliminates hardware 
expense

High availabilitySignificant cost and
resource savings

No infrastructure 
to maintain

Extra benefits of choosing HSM as-a-service
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HSM as-a-service provides the highest level of security against external threats while

keeping you compliant as regulations change. With a cloud based HSM, payments are

available anytime, anywhere making remote working instantly easier and more secure.



The process of setting up your HSM certificate could take up to a month if there are

delays with the sponsoring bank, so it is important to factor this into your project.

HSM certificates
In order to use HSM for your Bacs submission, you will need to obtain an HSM

Certificate from your sponsoring bank. We've set out here the general process for

getting an HSM but you should contact your sponsoring bank for their full application

details. 

Contact your sponsoring bank to request an HSM application form. The application will

be sent to you via email. Once you have completed the application form, including each

Service User Number (SUN) you wish to use for Bacs submissions, return it to your

bank for processing. 

Step 1: Application form

Step 2 : Generating the Certificate Signing Request 

Once they have received the application form, your bank will inform you if the

application is successful. If it is, they will ask you for a ‘Certificate Signing Request’

(CSR). This CSR is generated by the paygate support service and sets out the format of

the distinguished name (the unique identification name of your organisation). You will

need to contact the paygate support team to arrange generation of the CSR.  

Step 3 : Submit CSR to your bank 

Our support team will contact you once the CSR has been generated. Submit this CSR

to your bank for checking and you will then receive your certificate(s) from the bank.

You can now contact our support team to load the certificates into the HSM for use

with paygate. If the SQP has been completed and you have live status, you are ready 

to start using your HSM certificate for submission to Bacs.
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mailto:support@corvid-paygate.com?subject=Please%20generate%20my%20CSR


So you've set up your HSM certificate and you're enjoying the benefits of secure submission

to Bacs. But what if your certificate expires?  Well, most likely you'll have failed payments

which are costly to rectify. A secondary HSM certificate is the best proactive way to make

sure  you don’t lose the ability to process payments.

Secondary HSM
certificates

When you procure your certificate from the

bank, they may offer a secondary

certificate. This expires a month later than

your primary one, providing you with a

back up should you forget to renew. This

secondary certificate can be selected within

your payment / collection groups in

paygate if required.  

What is a secondary certificate?

Usually 3 years from creation.

How does a HSM certificate last?

Details of the expiration date can be found

on the email sent to your Primary Security

Contact (PSC) by the bank when your

certificate was issued. We recommend

checking that your bank has up to date PSC

details to avoid missed communications.

How do I check the expiry of my
certificate?

Your bank sends notifications to your

Primary Security Contact (PSC) to flag when

your certificate is due to expire.

It’s easy to forget to update primary

security contact (PSC) details for renewal

notices, for example if someone leaves the

organisation; you then won’t see the

notification and run the risk of not being

able to process payments. This is why it’s

important to follow best practice.

Will I receive expiry notifications
for my HSM certificate?

Yes, you can procure a second certificate

from your bank at any time. Your bank may

levy a charge for additional certificates.

There is no charge from paygate for hosting

your secondary certificate, just an initial set

up fee.

Can I retrospectively add a second
certificate?
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Next steps
Contact our Bacs expert team to see how HSM
can bolster your payment security and
business efficiency.

 GET IN TOUCH

Conclusion
Moving to a Hardware Security Module (HSM) can bring significant benefits. HSMs

offer a higher level of security for sensitive data, such as digital keys and certificates,

and can be particularly valuable for businesses looking for cost-effective measures to

boost their cyber security. By using an HSM, businesses can protect themselves against

data breaches, cyber-attacks and other security threats, ensuring the security and

integrity of their data.

HSM as-a-service, in particular, provides an affordable and flexible solution that

eliminates the need to invest in physical hardware and the associated infrastructure. 

Ultimately, investing in an HSM is an investment in the long-term security and success

of a business, providing peace of mind and helping to maintain customer trust.
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https://www.paygate.uk/switch-to-hsm/

